
  

Premier Compact Lifejacket
Reference# 83200

Premier Compact 150N Lifejacket
Since the Crewsaver Premier was introduced in July
2010, the lifejacket has led the way in passenger and
crew lifejacket safety. Driven by regulation changes for
lifejacket accessibility on cruise ships, and customer
demand for reduced bulk and improved storage options,
Crewsaver has designed the Premier Compact - a 49.2%
smaller alternative (by volume) to the original Premier..

The Premier Compact provides the crucial, continued
safety and performance features of the previous and
delivers improved storage options due to its significantly
reduced volume and easy-stack profile. A unique design
of the neck opening allows for increased wearer comfort,
while durability is assured by the use of tried and tested
quality components.

 Facts 

MED approved
Minimum of 150N
Efficient use of storage space at only 17.4 l - 49.2% smaller alternative to the original premier
Easy pull-out pillow for intuitive donning
A foam cut out for the buckle ensures easy stack and- stow, no folding or manipulation required
Sacrificial stitch at the end of the waist belt to allow it to run free if caught, helping to prevent snag
hazards
Improved comfort and fit around the neck with reengineered neck aperture
Buddy line and whistle stored in recessed pocket
High visibility fabric, foam and webbing are a proven success in the field
Waist belt designed to fit chest girth of 1750mm
Clear id windows for vessel identification



Product Detail
Lifejacket For shipping & offshore

Area of application Passenger vessel
 Shipping

Buoyancy Minimum 150N

Material Polyester

Adjustments Waist

Colour Orange

Reflective material IMO Solas

Sprayhood No

Lifting becket/loop Yes

Buddy line Yes

Whistle Yes

Emergency light Optional integrations available

Buckle Plastic buckle with quick release functionality

Compatibility Yes, IMO with IMO suit

Certifications SOLAS lifejacket 150N

Certificates

SOLAS MB EU Solas MB UK Transport
Canada

Solas/MED
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Contact us

Hansen Protection AS, PB. 218, N-1501 Moss 

Tel. +47 69 00 13 00, e-post: hpro@hansenprotection.no 
hansenprotection.no

https://www.hansenprotection.no/img/cms/Sertifikater/Premier-compact-bg-verkeh-module-b-certificate-416033.pdf
https://www.hansenprotection.no/img/cms/Sertifikater/Premier-compact-lr2012535module-b-exp-17062025.pdf
https://www.hansenprotection.no/img/cms/Sertifikater/Premier-compact-lr2012537tc-exp-17062025.pdf
https://www.hansenprotection.no/img/cms/Sertifikater/Premier-compact-lr2012537tc-exp-17062025.pdf
https://www.hansenprotection.no/img/cms/Sertifikater/Premier-compact-lr2012536ss-exp-17062025.pdf
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